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Vis ion

Proces s ing loop cons iderations

FUS in moving organs can be realized by updating the focal spot
position to follow the target motion (steered FUS).

A common problem is the tight coupling between
observation and control loop.

Without steering the energy is
distributed to a larger volume.

Forward loop approach leads
to control updates with
imaging update rates.

Steering leads to a sharp
heating pattern.

Motion Obs erv ation
A key feature of such a system is the ability to predict the target
motion for the treatment time. Real-time 2D im aging enables
capturing some of the organ motion, which is quantified by
consecutive tracking of anatom ical features in the image
stream (obs erv ation).

Motion tracking on
MR EPI images.

Combination of different
sources is difficult in the
forward loop.

While the observation rate is restricted by the update frequency
of the imaging device, it is des irable to update the FUS focal
s pot pos ition as often as pos s ible to achieve the best
possible approximation of the target trajectory given the
hardware constraints.
Decoupling obs erv ation and control
We propose an approach for decoupling observation and control
loop by ins erting an as y nchronous m otion m odel between
the two loops. The motion model is continuous ly updated
us ing tracking inform ation while an independently running
control loop queries the m odel for target pos ition
predictions and controls the FUS device.

Motion tracking on diagnostic
ultrasound images.

FUS control

All occurring delay s need to be com pens ated for by
introducing a s patio-tem poral prediction of the potentially
unobserved target region and surrounding structures.
The final step in the processing pipeline is the update of the FUS
control parameter values derived from the prediction (control).
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Res ults
A treatm ent s y s tem w as dev eloped that im plem ents the
real-tim e proces s ing as des cribed. The system continuously
measures the delays caused by all components (imaging,
processing, FUS hardware upload) of both loops to calculate the
time between the observed target motion and the actual arrival
of FUS energy at the target (time of action). A spatio-temporal
prediction is then calculated using the motion model for the
time of action to compensate the delays. The s y s tem is
currently being ev aluated pre-clinically.
Furtherm ore real-tim e num erical FUS s im ulations are
currently used to ev aluate the im pact of the update rates
for obs erv ation/ im aging and FUS control.
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